
Previous: 7,137.0 PSEi change: 1.26%

High: 7,276.4 Best: URC +4.57%

Low: 7,158.2 2nd best: BDO +4.29%

Close: 7,226.9 2nd worst: SCC -0.74%

Val. traded (mn): 5,099.1 Worst: SMC -3.73%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0200 3.2600 5 years +0.0380 4.3760

6 months +0.0030 3.4730 7 years +0.0350 4.4060

1 year +0.0190 3.9210 10 years +0.0380 4.4420

2 years +0.0440 4.1150 20 years +0.0450 5.0470

3 years +0.0410 4.2580 30 years -0.1060 5.0730

4 years +0.0380 4.3350

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 50.800 50.765 EUR/USD 1.1060 1.1044

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0073 1.5462 5 years +0.0716 1.4190

6 months +0.0210 1.5573 10 years +0.0719 1.5991

2 years +0.0560 1.4090 30 years +0.0700 2.0769

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

Global Markets

US Treasuries

US equities rose following China's Central Bank measures to support economic growth by trimming interest rate and reserve requirement ratio (RRR). Likewise, 

Asian equities bounced back on improved sentiment over the impact of the nCoV outbreak. US treasury yields, alongside the US dollar, moved up due to

investors' risk aversion on the back of the novel coronavirus spread.

Philippine peso

February 5, 2020

LOCAL MARKETS

Key Events PSEi Snapshot

Equities

Bond Market Movement

Fixed Income

Local equities slightly recovered and the Philippine Peso mildly strengthened as China cuts rates to cushion the economy. Meanwhile, local fixed income ahead

of the release of the inflation print.

 Local fixed income yields ahead of the inflation data release that will come out 
today. Market investors expect inflation to uptick this month driven by the Taal 
eruption that will push prices up,especially fish prices.On average, the locall 
yields rose by 1.59 bps DoD. This was led by the belly which rose by 3.80 bps 
DoD followed by the short-end which increased 1.15 bps DoD. 

 Local equities have rebounded to 7,226.90 (+1.26% DoD) after days of 
posting losses. The market slightly recovered as investors' worries on the virus 
has waned due to China cutting rates in hopes of controlling the outbreak and 
providing cushion for the economy. 

 The Bureau of the Treasury raised Php310.8 billion from its sale of three-year 
retail Treasury bonds (RTB) during the shortened one-week offer period. The 
latest issuance exceeded the previous record-high RTB issuance worth Php255 
billion in 2017. National Treasurer Rosalia de Leon said that the money raised 
would be used for the budgetary requirements of the priority programs and 
projects of the government. 

 Globe Telecom, Inc. (PSE ticker: GLO) posted Php22.3 billion consolidated 
net earnings in 2019. This was driven by higher revenues from its mobile data 
and broadband business. The company's core net grew 20% YoY to Php22.5 
billion in 2019 from Php18.73 billion in 2018.  
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 US equities rose on the back of China's Central Bank measure slashing its key 
lending rate as well as the reserve requirement ratio (RRR) on Feb 3. This is to 
support China's economy as fears on its growth escalated on the back of the 
coronavirus outbreak. The DJIA closed at 28,807.63 (+1.44%) and the S&P 500 
ended at 3,297.59 (+1.50%).  

 Asian equities went up on improved sentiment that the impact of the nCoV 
outbreak was well under control. The MSCI APxJ closed at 540.16 (+2.10% DoD). 

 European equities rose as investors shifted focus from the nCoV outbreak to the 
trade talks between the UK and EU. The MSCI Europe closed at 140.27 (+1.61% 
DoD).  

 US Treasury yields continued to go up as investors moved back again to safer 
haven assets. On average, yields closed at 1.5573% (+4.72 bps DoD), with the 10Y 
ending at 1.5991% (+7.19 bps DoD) and the 2Y closing at 1.409% (+5.6 bps DoD). 

 The US Dollar continued to strengthen as the flight to safer haven assets continued 
on the back of the novel coronavirus spread. The DXY index closed at 97.9610 
(+0.165%). 

 The Philippine peso continued to strengthen following the Central bank of China 
cutting its policy rate and boosting liquidity amid coronavirus uncertainties. The 
USD/PHP pair closed at 50.765 (-0.07% DoD). 


